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Re-enchanting the World - A review of  

Galileo’s Error – Foundations for a New Science of Consciousness by Philip Goff (2020) 
 
 
As the philosopher Matthew Owen (2017) ironically points out, the singer Madonna proclaims in 
her 1984 hit Material Girl, “We are living in a material world and I am a material girl.” Her lyrics 
succinctly summarize the then-prevailing orthodoxy in Anglo-American philosophy - materialism 
and its modern variant, physicalism, i.e., the belief that everything, including consciousness, is 
ultimately explainable in terms of mechanisms going through their motion as dictated by the laws 
of physics, chemistry and so on. The eagle of physicalism, having successfully vanquished its 
enemy, dualism, screamed supremacy. This is well expressed in a 1978 quote by Daniel Dennett 

Since it is widely granted these days that dualism is not a serious view to 
contend with, but rather a cliff over which to push one’s opponents, a capsule 

‘refutation’ of dualism, to alert if not convince the uninitiated, is perhaps in 
order. 

 
How things have changed in the intervening four decades! By how much is readily apparent when 
reading Galileo’s Error by Philip Goff, a philosopher at Durham University in the United Kingdom. 
 
In this compact book written for an educated lay audience, Goff forcefully argues for why 
physicalism and dualism are both mistaken about the nature of consciousness and for the validity 
of a third view that wasn’t even on the radar of the post-World War II metaphysical world order 
– panpsychism, the ancient belief that the mental is both fundamental and ubiquitous in the 
natural world, including in non-living entities.  
 
First, what was Galileo’s error that the title refers to? About 400 years ago, in 1632, the Italian 
physicist Galileo Galilei wrote a short polemic, Il Saggiatore or The Assayer, dedicated to his 
friend and benefactor who had just been elected Pope Urban VIII in Rome. Galileo addressed a 
critic, a mathematician and astronomer, who argued from prior religious conviction and dogma 
rather from observation. Galileo elevates mathematics as the true language describing nature in 
a rightfully famous quote 
 

Philosophy is written in this grand book, the universe, which stands continually open to our 
gaze. But the book cannot be understood unless one first learns to comprehend the language 

and read the letters in which it is composed. It is written in the language of mathematics, and its 
characters are triangles, circles, and other geometric figures without which it is humanly 

impossible to understand a single word of it; without these,  
one wanders about in a dark labyrinth. 

 
Galileo goes on to distinguish the material properties of something - their size, shape, location, 
motion and so on - from their sensory qualities such as being warm and cold, white or red, bitter 
or sweet, noisy or silent, sweet or foul. The former are inherent to the object, while the latter are 
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in the mind of the observer. The chemical properties of sweetened hazelnut cocoa spread are 
distinct from the yummy taste of Nutella that no one should do without. Following John Locke, 
these two classes of attributes, physical and mental, are known as primary and secondary 
qualities. Experimental science can study primary qualities without having to worry about 
secondary ones. This then is the success path of science that bestrides the globe – focus on the 
objective world, leaving subjective feelings aside. But, according to Goff, this is pernicious, for 
turning away from properly investigating the mental leaves science unable to explain how the 
mental comes about. 
 
In the words of Goff  
 

So long as we follow Galileo in thinking (A) that natural science is essentially quantitative and 
(B) that qualitative cannot be explained in terms of the quantitative, then consciousness, as an 

essentially qualitative phenomenon, will be forever locked out of the area of scientific 
understanding. 

 
This is the error that Galileo committed, creating four centuries of mind-body problems! 
 
At this point, I need to raise an objection. Throughout Galileo’s Error, Goff sharply distinguishes 
between the quantitative aspects of primary qualities and the supposedly qualitative aspects of 
secondary, sensory qualities. Fine –  but don’t blame this distinction on Galileo. I can’t find a 
single statement in The Assayer in which Galileo argues that mathematics cannot be applied to 
secondary qualities. Galileo simply does not address this point. Furthermore, the corpo sensitivo 
that Galileo refers to in the Italian original is part of nature (pace Aristotle sensitive soul) and 
mathematics is needed to read nature’s open book (per Galileo). Therefore, this absence of 
evidence cannot be taken as evidence of absence. 
 
Galileo never asserts that mathematics cannot explain sensory qualities, such as tastes, odors 
and colors. Rather, Galileo adopts a pragmatic stance of exploring the physical universe, because 
he had developed two powerful new tools, the telescope and mathematical physics, and was 
eager to quantify phenomena in the sky using them and get credit for that (as every working 
scientist alive can appreciate).  To me, it seems that Goff is retrofitting his ideas of the mind onto 
Galileo. 
 
The next two chapters of (the therefore improperly named) Galileo’s Error introduce the two 
poles around which modernity’s mind-body debates are organized – dualism and physicalism. 
The most famous version of dualism comes to us from Rene Descartes, postulating the existence 
of two sorts of substances in the universe – physical stuff (res extensa) and mental stuff (res 
cogitans). Dualism, like any -ism, comes in many shades, such as property-, substance-, and 
naturalistic-dualism, for which Goff provides brief sketches. All suffer from the interaction 
problem; that is, how does the mental stuff interact with the physical stuff making up brain tissue 
in a way that would still satisfy physical law? 
 
Goff discusses in a fairly sympathetic manner quantum dualism, the idea first raised by one of 
the founders of quantum mechanics, John von Neumann in his 1932 textbook and was cast into 
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the quantum amplifier hypothesis of Pascual Jordan in 1938. Since then, such ideas have 
proliferated, most famously in the work of philosopher Karl Popper and neurobiologist John 
Eccles (recipient of the 1963 Nobel Prize for his work on synaptic transmission) presented in their 
1977 bestseller. The Self and its Brain. The many-worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics 
makes a brief cameo appearance as well. While quantum mechanics‘ unresolved measurement 
problem remain a thorn in the side of physics, at present, there is no empirical evidence that the 
central nervous system, operating at room temperature in an aqueous environment, exploits 
exotic quantum effects such as entanglement or superposition.  
 
Next, Goff demonstrates through a series of philosophical arguments that the proposition that 
physical sciences as currently conceived can explain consciousness is not correct. There is nothing 
in the foundational equations of quantum mechanics nor special or general relativity that would 
account for the existence of conscious percepts, memories, thoughts, feelings and so on. That 
electrical activity of a particular kind in cortex is closely linked to particular feelings is not in 
dispute. But why this should be so (both in the sense of efficient causes and final causes) is the 
open question. 
 
The book succinctly introduces the reader to the standard canon of thought experiments, starting 
with the mill argument of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz from 1702, and expanding into a roll call of 
arguments from Anglo-Saxon philosophers of the second half of the last century - Thomas Nagel’s 
what-is-it-like-to-be-a-bat argument, Frank Jackson’s knowledge argument about the 
hypothetical neuroscientist Mary who knows everything there is to know about color but grows 
up in an entirely black-and-white environment, the conceivability argument aka the totemic 
zombie thought experiment developed most famously by David Chalmers, and the Chinese room 
argument of John Searle.  
 
Physicalism is simply inadequate to deal with the reality of lived experience, from the banal taste 
of cold pizza to the most exalted encounter with the numinous. One extreme reaction to the 
inability of physicalism to explain the mental is simply to deny that the mental exists (a strategy 
familiar to psychotherapists). Goff labels this illusionism, a truly remarkable form of abnegation. 
Given that Goff, like all of us feels and consciously thinks, he quickly dispenses with this bizarre 
view, approvingly citing his mentor, Galen Strawson, who calls illusionism “the silliest claim ever 
made”. I prefer a more extensive quote by Strawson (1994) to the same effect 
 

If there is any sense in which these philosophers are rejecting the ordinary view 
of the nature of things like pain … their view seems to be one of the most amazing 

manifestations of human irrationality on record. It is much less irrational to 
postulate the existence of a divine being whom we cannot perceive than to deny 

the truth of the commonsense view of experience. 
 
Having demolished, on the one hand, the belief that physics as currently conceived can explain 
the mental and, on the other, the belief that a soul-like substance can account for consciousness, 
what is left? At this point Goff turns to an alternative – panpsychism – the view that the mental 
and the physical are closely allied, two sides of the same coin. This idea, when it comes up at all 
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in discussions with science graduate students, finely attuned to the unspoken beliefs of their 
elders, induces eye-rolling and talk of conscious spoons and chairs.  
 
Goff describes, how as a philosophy undergraduate he had his Pauline conversion in a noisy and 
crowded bar as he was overcome by the reality of his conscious experience, a reality that could 
neither be denied nor elided as an illusion. Given the inadequacy of standard views of the mind-
body problem he turned, first covertly and then publicly, into a panpsychist.  
 
He is not alone. Historically, many of the brightest minds in the West took the position that 
matter and soul are one substance, starting with the pre-Socratic philosophers, Thales and 
Anaxagoras, as well as Plato. The Renaissance cosmologist Giordano Bruno espoused such ideas, 
as did Leibniz, Arthur Schopenhauer, and the paleontologist and Jesuit Teilhard de Chardin.  
 
Particularly striking are the many scientists with panpsychist views, such as the founders of 
psychology and psychophysics—Gustav Fechner, Wilhelm Wundt, and William James—and the 
astronomers and mathematicians, Arthur Eddington, Alfred North Whitehead, and Bertrand 
Russell. Galileo’s Error marks the return of one form of panpsychism to academic philosophy in 
which physics and consciousness are dual aspects of the same reality. Physics has nothing to say 
about the intrinsic nature of matter but describes how bits and pieces of matter relate to each 
other, say via Coulomb’s law, while consciousness describes the intrinsic nature of matter. Alan 
Watts expresses it poetically as 
 

For every inside there is an outside, and for every outside there is an inside; though they are 
different, they go together. 

 
The brain can be studied as a physical object; it can be placed inside a magnetic scanner and 
probed. The experience of the brain inside the scanner, the machine gun-like loud knocking of 
the magnetic coils and the narrow field of view, is the way this object, the brain, feels from the 
inside. Physics tells us how physical systems behave from the outside while experience is the 
interior view of these systems. 
 
Panpsychism is unitary. There is only one substance, not two. This elegantly eliminates the need 
to explain how the mental emerges out of the physical and vice versa. 
 
As Goff makes clear, variants of panpsychism (neutral monism is currently the most popular one), 
have returned to the academe that like a monopolistic landlord (pace the Dennett quote at the 
beginning) tried to evict the mental entirely from university philosophy departments as well as 
from the universe at large.  
 
Goff rightfully highlights the Achilles heel of panpsychism, the combination problem. What 
determines the boundaries of consciousness? I, the author, am conscious as are you, the reader 
of these lines. Yet there isn’t a single, integrated author-reader mind. Why not? By what principle 
are the monadic boundaries decided? Two lovers whose bodies are intermingled are still two 
distinct conscious entities, each with their own feelings, as Tristan and Isolde famously bemoan 
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in Wagner’s eponymous opera. There is no Tristan-Isolde Über-mind. Experiences do not 
aggregate into larger, superordinate experiences.  
 
Essentially the only clinical or psychological observations discussed by Goff in Galileo’s Error are 
the split-brain patients studied by Roger Sperry in the 1960s, work for which Sperry was awarded 
the 1981 Nobel Prize. He discovered that severing the cerebrum along its midline, cutting the 200 
million fibers connecting the two cortical hemispheres, leaves two conscious minds in its wake, 
with two distinct streams of conscious experience, one of which can speak while the other one 
can sing or answer simple yes/no questions. Incongruently, Goff refers to these two distinct 
minds as an example of disunified consciousness rather than simply two distinct conscious minds. 
 
Goff discusses various possible solutions of the combination problem, favoring quantum 
entanglement within the brain, without outlining how this would actually work (never mind that 
this has to take place in the warm and wet confides inside the skull, while Google and IBM’s 
quantum computers require a near perfect vacuum and an astonishing low operating 
temperature of 10 milli-Kelvin above absolute zero). 
 
It is in the context of panpsychism that Goff mentions the Integrated Information Theory (IIT) of 
consciousness, created by Giulio Tononi and colleagues, such as myself, as an empirically testable 
scientific theory of consciousness. IIT shares many insights with panpsychism (more on that 
later). He ends the technical aspects of this book with a manifesto for a Post-Galilean science of 
consciousness that embodies four commitments to account for reality tout court – to accept the 
fundamental nature of conscious experiences and of physics on an equal footing, to avoid 
dualism and to account for higher order consciousness of people and non-human animals in 
terms of more basic forms of consciousness.  
 
In the final chapter (that  feels like a coda), Goff speculates on a number of themes such as 
mystical experiences (which are, by their nature, difficult to write about unless one has had such 
experiences), the existence or otherwise of moral truth, and the meaning of life. In a heart-
warming conclusion, he expresses the hope that a widespread acceptance of the view that many 
things under the sun are “ensouled” offers a way to re-enchant the world, beyond the human 
element. 
 
Overall, the book provides an easy to digest modern bird-eyes view of panpsychism. I am very 
sympathetic to this point of view as I have arrived at related conclusions as Goff has, using a very 
different route and starting point: I am a practicing neuroscientist with a background in physics 
in pursuit of an empirically testable theory of consciousness, the above mentioned IIT (see my 
book Koch 2019). 
 
Integrated information theory starts from five phenomenological axioms of consciousness 
(intrinsic existence, composition, information, integration, and exclusion) to provide a principled 
account of both the quantity and the quality of any one experience of a system in a particular 
state. The quantity of consciousness is specified by the system’s integrated information (phi or 
Φ), a pure, non-negative number. If it is zero, the system does not feel like anything and does 
not, strictly, speaking exist for itself (in IIT, consciousness is closely tied to intrinsic causal power, 
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that it, intrinsic existence). The larger Φ, the more the system exists for itself, the more it is 
conscious. The theory provides an explicit calculus to evaluate the integrated information of any 
one system.  
 
IIT shares many intuitions with panpsychism – consciousness is an intrinsic, fundamental 
property of reality; it is graded and may well be widespread among animals, not just mammals. 
That does not imply that a bee feels obese or plans for the weekend but that it too may feel good 
when returning pollen-laden in the sun to its hive and that when it dies, it ceases to feel like 
anything at all. According to IIT, that the mental may be found throughout the tree of life and, 
possibly, even in non-evolved physical systems, violated the “no brain, never mind” intuition 
most of us have.  
 
Moreover, IIT addresses several major shortcomings of panpsychism – it explains why 
consciousness is adaptive, it explains the different qualitative aspects of consciousness (why an 
blank painter’s canvas feels different from a stinky Limburger cheese) and it head-on addresses 
the combination problem so ably outlined by Goff – per IIT’s exclusion postulate, only systems 
with a maximum of Φ have intrinsic existence, are conscious. Thus, to return to our fateful lovers 
– Tristan’s brain is a maximum of Φ, as is Isolde’s brain. The two lovers jointly do have some 
interactions, of course, as they embrace and sing but their joint integrated information is dwarfed 
by the massive amount of integrated information within each of their brains. As only maximum 
of Φ have intrinsic experience, are conscious, there is no Tristan-Isolde Übermind. However, IIT 
does leave open the possibility of merging of two brains into one mind, provided an artificial 
brain-bridging technology could directly link millions of neurons in one cortex to those of the 
other. 
 
The exclusion postulate dictates whether or not an aggregate of conscious entities—ants in a 
colony, cells making up a tree, bees in a hive, starlings in a murmurating flock, an octopus with 
its eight semiautonomous arms, and so on exist as unitary conscious entities or not.  
 
IIT offers a startling counterexample to Goff’s claim that qualitative aspects of conscious 
experience cannot be captured by quantitative considerations. Indeed, Andrew Haun and Tononi 
just published (Haun and Tononi 2020) a detailed, mathematical account how the 
phenomenology of two-dimensional space – for instance, that of an empty canvas – can be fully 
accounted for in terms of intrinsic causal powers of the associated physical substrate, here a very 
simple, grid-like neural network. Integrated information theory may well be wrong (and can be 
disproven by relevant experiments, such as those in the ongoing Adversarial Collaboration 
between IIT and Global Neuronal Workspace theory (Ball 2019; Reardon 2019), but provides 
proof-of-principle for how quantitative primary qualities (here intrinsic causal power of simple 
model neurons that can be numerically computed; it doesn’t get more quantitative than that) 
correspond to secondary qualities – the feeling of looking at an empty screen.  
 
This brings me to a weakness in this pure philosophical work. Galileo’s Error fails to provide a 
starting point for a protracted conceptual or empirical research program. With psychism “in 
mind”, where do we go next? What new phenomenon can be explained? What puzzling clinical 
or laboratory anomaly now yields to a simple explanation? Galileo’s Error eschews any discussion 
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of how panpsychism could be tested and empirically evaluated. It does not truly engage with IIT 
or other modern theory of consciousness.  
 
Yet let there be no mistake about it. I enjoyed Galileo’s Error. It provides an eminently readable 
introduction into an ancient and much neglected way of conceiving of the relationship between 
the conscious mind and its physical substrate. 
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